
 
 

Self-Sabotage workshop 

 

Outline of Workshop 

 

1.Practical tips on how to survive the family meal marathon, parties, & control cravings 

2. Go over mindset stuff because it is so powerful for success 

3. Recipes & tasting 

 

ENJOY yourself over this period without totally undoing all your hard work. 

Don’t have to be perfect- eating and exercise- not going to happen, we are all human 

As long as you don’t decide to throw in the towel altogether, we can manage your Silly season, not destroy 

it! 

 

After all, balance isn’t about things being equal all the time; it’s about making sure the scales can balance 

most of the time   

 

1.Lesson the mental load- proven that women do more around the house, especially this time of year 

 

An unmanageable mental load can affect your health. • Decrease in the quality and duration of sleep • Lack 

of energy • Reduced focus and drive • Compromised immune system • Increased anxiety • Increased stress 

During the holiday season, you ideally want to be at peak performance in both areas (physically & mentally), 

but if your mental load is crippling, that simply isn’t going to happen. 

 

2. Delegate & Ditch 

Unburden yourself by asking for help 

You don’t have to do everything- repeat to yourself! 

 

Make a mental distinction for yourself between things you have to do and things you  think you have to do. 

Don’t have to bake homemade stuff for teachers, don’t have to go to every party don’t have to spend hours 

shopping for new outfit & gifts- online etc 

 

You may feel like you’re letting people down, but remember this handy adage: the people who matter won’t 

mind, and the people who mind don’t matter. You deserve to enjoy this season too, and you’ll be able to 

enjoy it and emerge from it a better person if you don’t stress yourself out trying to be everything to everyone. 

Take care of yourself first. 

 

**All the stress leads to a mental load and when you are mentally overloaded you tend to eat badly 

and not exercise! 

 

REMINDER-1700 calories in 1 sitting on Christmas Day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.Eat more of the good stuff 

 

Good stuff like turkey, roast vegies  is not the problem 

 

It’s all the nibbles that stack on the calories because you don’t realise how quickly they add up. 

Eat extra of the good stuff then you’re not as tempted 

 

Remember: you’re not depriving yourself of anything.  

 

You ARE allowing for indulgences, and treating yourself in this kind of a controlled fashion will make you feel 

satisfied, but also in charge of your decisions. The result will be a more confident you.  

Feel empowered and in control- instead of on a roller coaster that you can’t stop until it’s too late and 

you’re embarrassed and totally out of routine 

 

In the future, you’ll be able to rock any party or family gathering knowing you made it through one of the 

most tempting times of the year without falling off the health wagon.  

If you are catering, choose healthy options- seafood, fruit, salads, BBQ, roast & veges. (Dante eg) 

Keep meals low carb, cut out the starchy options that bloat you. 

Bring a healthy option to your function 

Select 1 thing you want to indulge in per day 

Out of 21 meals for the week, choose 3 that you will relax for 

 

4.Don’t be swayed by family and friends 

 “Loosen up - It’s the holidays!”, “It’s only once a year!”, or, our favourite, “Live a little!” 

Well, you don’t want to live a little. You want to live a lot, and the only way you’re going to do this is by living well.  

Living well means balancing your life, not over indulging at every given chance. 

It’s also useful to remind yourself that you’ve done the pig-out thing, and it hasn’t gotten you anywhere except 

maybe into a bigger pair of pants. 

This year, you’re trying something different 

 Peer pressure is a reflection of someone else’s insecurity. Don’t let anyone make it yours. 

 

5. Set boundaries for yourself and decide these before you go to a function 

What are my boundaries- 2 drinks 

Piece of cake 

Entrée & main or main & dessert 

Write your resolve on paper/goals/mindset 

Make your game plan for holiday meal goals as well as family goals and then write them down. Writing down your 

objectives makes you more accountable, and as a result, you’re more likely to stay on track. Bring your game plan 

with you to your events. You can even set an alarm on your phone with a special reminder of your end goal.  

 

 

 



6. Eat well & Control sugar cravings 80 % of the time 

*Eat more protein & healthy fat and reduce your carbs- 2 weeks you will see a dramatic reduction in cravings 

When you eat simple carbs, your body’s sugar level spikes, providing you with a burst of energy. However, your 

blood sugar will quickly drop and thus, you become hungry again. To maintain the balance in your blood sugar, your 

body wants you to eat something again and this is when people turn to quick sugar fixes because they typically feel 

drained and lacking in energy. 

*Balance the ‘damage’ to every party you go to – you do a workout that day especially an interval based one where 

you burn calories for 24 hrs after 

*Don’t do pre drinks- more likely to overindulge, 1000’s of calories in a drinking spree 

*Eat before you go- eat a healthy 300 calorie meal so you won’t be so tempted by the junk food 

*Make your first drink water and your first food selection a healthy choice (or at least a healthier choice). Again, we 

want you to flex your mental muscle a little bit – this is how your willpower will get stronger. It’s like any muscle; you 

have to train it. So push a little further into the night. If you’ve followed our tips so far, you should feel energized – 

not hungry and overly anxious.  

7.Avoid feeling guilty for over indulging- Don’t slash all the tyres. 

When a person has over-indulged in food or drink and sinks into the waters of guilt, shame and remorse. If you feel 

you’ve overdone it, don’t give up and cave in completely. Take a few deep breaths, go for a short walk, talk to 

someone. Get out of your own head and change your focus. You have NOT failed; a single overindulgence will not 

harm your overall success. 

 

8. Be Informed/educated 

Be Informed about the effects of alcohol & then make your decision 

Shocking research has recently shown conclusively that drinking  — even in moderation — is directly linked to seven 

different kinds of cancer. 

In fact, as little as three drinks per week has been shown to increase women’s risk of developing breast cancer by 

15%. The risk goes up 10% for every additional drink women regularly have per day.16 Studies have also shown the 

long lauded health benefits of wine are tied to the resveratrol in the grapes, not the ethanol (i.e. the alcohol).17 This 

is pretty sobering information — but we’re not trying to scare you, simply inform you.  

WOMEN ARE MUCH MORE SUSCEPTIBLE TO THE HARMFUL EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL, SUCH AS LIVER DAMAGE, THAN 

MEN ARE.  

THAT’S BECAUSE ALCOHOL IS DISTRIBUTED IN THE BODY’S WATER, AND WOMEN  HAVE LESS WATER IN 

PROPORTION TO  THEIR WEIGHT THAN MEN. 

Not only are drinks full of empty calories, but drinking also diminishes your body’s ability to burn fat. This is because 

your body is busy trying to get rid of the alcohol and until it is gone, your fat burning engines are stalled. Forget 

about burning off all the food you eat while you drink, you don’t even burn existing fat stores. 

Drinking wine isn’t actually doing you any good either, both physically or mentally. In addition to affecting your 

physiology, alcohol is a depressant, so it can reduce the quality of your mental health as well. 

This hit to your mental health is largely due to the fact that alcohol mimics serotonin in your body – the hormone 

that contributes to those feelings of happiness and well-being. Because your body is getting a serotonin-like 

response from an external avenue, it inhibits its production internally. While you’re drinking, you will likely feel good 

- feel happy - but when you stop, your body won’t have as much of those internal stores of happy hormone to 



balance you out. These will take a while to rebuild. In the meantime, you’ll feel anxious, depressed and generally 

miserable. 

Alternate your drink with a water 

Dilute your drink with mineral water 

Write your promise to yourself of drinks on your phone and mark them off after each one, then stop before you 

drink anymore 

 

9. Set yourself small goals through Christmas & New Year 

Make a New year’s day fitness date! 

New Years Resolutions- less than 10% of resolutions are stuck to 

Keep the goals small and achievable, not too broad like exercise more or bring homemade lunches every day 

In his book, The Power of Habit, Charles Duhigg discusses the importance of choosing a minuscule change. “Lose 

weight” is too broad a goal, as is “exercise more” or “practice more self-care.” You need to be specific. A goal like, 

“exercise three times a week for 20 minutes” is small and specific and so is “bring my lunch to work two days a 

week.” 

10. Work on your mindset- Have a journal of accomplishment- write in it daily 

Flex the brain muscle- it will get stronger the more you use it. Self talk, stop it! Cancel, cancel, delete like you would 

a virus, drop it 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8 Tips for Avoiding Self-Sabotage This Holiday Season 
By Carol W. Berman, M.D. 

The holiday decorations and treats, time with friends and family: Most of us are looking forward to 
enjoying ourselves with our loved ones. But what if we can’t do so because of unrecognized self-
sabotage? Although it’s not as widely discussed as stress and depression, self-sabotage is a common 
experience for many people during the holiday season. 
 
My friend Janet had invited friends and family to a holiday dinner at her home. As the youngest child, 
she’d never attempted to prepare the meal herself, but this year she wanted to be the host. She was 
happy planning everything, shopping for the meal, and preparing all the trimmings. Janet was an 
excellent cook, organized and efficient. Two days before the special day, she started to have problems. 
First, she cut her thumb so deeply with a knife that she had to go to the ER. That was totally unlike her 
since she usually was very handy with kitchen utensils. Then while carrying groceries into the house, she 
slipped and hurt her knee badly. So limping around and with a bandaged hand and a brace to stabilize 
her knee, she managed to prepare the dinner. 

When the day came, everyone sat around enjoying the delicious meal. Janet tried to get into the holiday spirit, but 
her mind kept dwelling on her injuries. She’d never had anything like that happen to her before. “Well, you had to 
practically kill yourself, but you did a magnificent job,” her brother Tom chimed. When Janet considered that 
perhaps something else was going on with her, her brother Tom helped her get in touch with her feelings when he 
mentioned how their mother always used to criticize Janet as a child. And especially around the holidays. 

During desert, memories of her mother flooded back into Janet’s mind. Tom was right. Their mother always made 
her feel inadequate, especially around the holidays. Janet hadn’t thought about that for a long time, because she 
was so good at work, sports, and most things she chose to do. And Janet had never attempted to have holidays at 
her home. In fact, she realized she usually was anxious around Thanksgiving and Christmas. 

As is true with many people, the holidays had triggered old feelings of inadequacy, but Janet hadn’t been 
conscious of these feelings or of her anxiety. Her clumsiness was a way that her unconscious mind reminded her 
of her mother’s negative view of her. When old feelings of inadequacy are able to control or heavily influence 
behaviour, psychiatrists call this self-sabotage. 

Janet’s behaviour isn’t uncommon. Unusual physical clumsiness (tripping, cutting oneself, dropping things), making 
inappropriate comments, overindulging in alcohol or drugs, being late or missing events altogether when you are 
usually punctual, and oversleeping when you typically have an accurate internal clock, are all signs of self-sabotage. 
Because we like to think that we are completely in control of ourselves and are consciously making decisions, often 
it’s hard to recognize that these behaviours are driven by our unconscious mind. 

If you or a loved one is experiencing any of these signs, here are eight tips for avoiding self-sabotage: 

1. Writing is a great tool for bringing the unconscious forward. Journal about your experiences and attempt to find 
patterns of behaviour that work against you. Also try to see if these patterns occur at any special times, like the 
holidays. 
 
2. Stop and pause and take a deep breathe. Recognize that your behaviour is atypical of your everyday way of living 
your life. Practice mindfulness meditation, which forces you slow down and consider every movement made. 

3. Do something just for you every day (or failing that, several times per week) during the season — take a yoga 
class, buy yourself a gift, get a manicure after work, attend a cooking class, take a writing workshop. 

4. Volunteer. Spend time outside of your head by giving to others. My friend regularly serves at an soup kitchen 
during December “just to remind her how good it feels to help someone else during the holidays.” 

5. Spend time with loved ones in other settings. If you and your cousin are especially close, meet for lunch so that 
you have one-on-one time apart from the rest of the family. 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/author/carol-w-berman-md

